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Latin Jazz pop; soothing music to make you relax. 8 MP3 Songs JAZZ: Smooth Jazz, LATIN: Latin Jazz

Details: I was born in Brooklyn New York. I am an Aries. As everybody knows we Aries are hard heads

but persistent. As I was growing up I remember my dad would buy me a plastic guitar being that I always

showed interest in learning how to play. I was around 6 years of age then. I would strum on the toy guitar

and soon loose my patience. After breaking about 7 or 8 of these toy guitars, one day my father bought

me the real thing. Wow I said to myself. This is neat. A bigger guitar then the one's I have ever owned

and made out of wood and not plastic. Hum I wonder how it sound's like. Should I break it or try to learn

on it. It was a used guitar which was cracked all around the edges. Well this is the one that I used to learn

on. I thank my father and the good Lord he bought me this guitar. I was very impressed with it. Would you

believe this is the one I learned on?. I was afraid to break this one and on this one I finally started to

produce music. Being self taught and having a natural talent thanks to my good Lord the only one that

could make impossible things possible I soon was on my way to what I am today. When people would

hear me play they were really impressed. In a jokingly matter I would tell them, "That's nothing". "You

should hear my father". Little did they know my father didn't even know how to hold a guitar. Of course

after laughing for a while I would tell them the truth. I thank the Lord for making me the fine guitarist I am

today. Being brought up in a Christian home I always had faith that the good Lord would be on my side

and open doors that I have never dreamed would open. I have played on many shows just to mention a

few, "Puerto Rican Panorama" on channel 6 in the great city of Philadelphia Pa. When I performed on this

show I was the lead guitarist for "El Trio Los Galatas" a well known gospel trio. This show is directed by

Diego Castillano a great hostess. I want to thank Diego for giving me the opportunity to perform on his

show. If you like Latin Jazz and a style of music that once you start listening too you do not want to put
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down, this is the cd for you. I recorded this cd with the public in mind in April 2003. There is nothing better

then to listen to smooth latin jazz after a long hard day at work. I know you are going to enjoy this cd.

Good Luck and God bless all those who have taken their precious time in reading this humble message.

Your brother in Christ, Benny Muoz - (The Unique Musician)
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